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Abstract
A construction of nonsystematic perfect binary codes of length 15 is o'ered. ? 2002 Elsevier
B.V. All rights reserved.
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Let En be the vector space of dimension n over the Galois 0eld GF(2). A code
of length n is considered as a subset of vectors of En. Vectors that belong to a code
are called code words. The Hamming distance d between two vectors is the number
of digit bits in which the vectors di'er. A code Cn of length n is called a perfect
(n; 3)-code if for every vector a∈En there exists a unique code word c∈Cn such
that d(a; c)6 1. It is known that perfect (n; 3)-codes exist only for n= 2p − 1, where
p= 1; 2; : : : .
A perfect code Cn is called systematic if there exist log(n + 1) bits (called check
bits) such that after deleting them from all the words of Cn we obtain the set of all
words of length n− log(n+ 1). The other bits are called information bits.
All notions not de0ned here can be found in [2]. This paper is written in connection
with [1], where the existence of nonsystematic perfect binary codes is proved for
n¿ 255.
In what follows, a construction of nonsystematic perfect binary codes of length 15
is described. This construction is based on ideas from [4]. The fact that the codes
obtained are nonsystematic is checked by computer. Another construction of nonsys-
tematic perfect binary codes is suggested in [3].
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Let Cn be a perfect binary (n; 3)-code. A code word c′ = (c′1; : : : ; c
′
n)∈Cn will be
called adjacent to a code word c = (c1; : : : ; cn)∈Cn in i-th bit if
d((c′1; : : : ; c
′
i ; : : : ; c
′
n); (c1; : : : ; Bci; : : : ; cn)) = 2;
where Bci = 0 for ci = 1 and Bci = 1 for ci = 0.
A subset Ii of Cn will be called invertible with respect to the ith bit if for every
word c∈ Ii all the words of Cn adjacent to c in the i-th bit belong to Ii. Clearly, each
code word generates an invertible subset with respect to each bit.
Let us cite two statements from [4] which will be used later. Let BI i denote the
set of words obtained by replacing all the words of Ii by words with the i-th bit
inverted.
Proposition 1. Suppose that subsets Ii and Ij of Cn are invertible with respect to the
ith and jth bit; respectively; and Ii ∩ Ij = ∅; then the set
BI i ∪ BI j ∪ (Cn \ (Ii ∪ Ij))
is a perfect (n; 3)-code.
Suppose u= (u1; : : : ; ui−1; ui; ui+1; : : : ; un)∈En, where ⊕ means addition modulo 2. By
de0nition, put
|u|= u1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ un; 
ui = (u1; : : : ; ui−1; ui+1; : : : ; un):
In what follows, STS(Hn) denotes the Steiner triple system formed by the words of
weight 3 in the Hamming code Hn.
For all i and j such that 16 i6 n+1 and 16 j6 n+1, we de0ne the subsets Ani; j
and Bni; j of H
n as follows. If i¡n+ 1, j¡n+ 1, and i = j, we put
Ani; j = {v | v∈Hn; |
vk |= 0};
Bni; j = {v | v∈Hn; |
vk |= 1};
where k is such that {i; j; k}∈ STS(Hn).
If i = n+ 1 and j¡n+ 1, we put
Ani; j = {v | v∈Hn; |
vj|= 0};
Bni; j = {v | v∈Hn; |
vj|= 1}:
If i¡n+ 1 and j = n+ 1, we put
Ani; j = {v | v∈Hn; |
vi|= 0};
Bni; j = {v | v∈Hn; |
vi|= 1}:
If i = j, then arbitrary subsets of Hn that form its partition are taken as Ani; j and B
n
i; j.
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Let H2n+1 be the linear Hamming code of length 2n+ 1 constructed inductively in
[5]
H2n+1 = {(u; |u|; u ⊕ v) | u∈En; v∈Hn}:
By Ri denote the subset of H2n+1 generated by the zero code word and invertible with
respect to the i-th bit.
Since H2n+1 contains words of the form (0; v), we denote the set Ri⊕ (0; v) by Ri;v.
Proposition 2. For every i and j such that 16 i6 n+ 1 and 16 j6 n+ 1; and for
every v∈Ani; j ; w∈Bni; j ; the equality holds
Ri;v ∩ Rj;w = ∅:
Suppose that a code J7 is orthogonal to H7. Consider those code words in H15
having the form (0; ai), where 0 is the zero word of length 8 and ai ∈J7. It is easily
seen that each word (0; ai) has a bit such that each two words of the form (0; ai)
satisfy the conditions of Proposition 2 with these bits. For example, the bits can be
chosen as follows:
(000000001010101)—1st bit, (000000001100110)—2nd bit,
(000000001001011)—3rd bit, (000000000000000)—4th bit,
(000000001111000)—5th bit, (000000000101101)—6th bit,
(000000000110011)—7th bit, (000000000011110)—8th bit.
Thus, due to Proposition 2, the invertible subsets generated by words (0; ai) are
mutually disjoint. In what follows, we assume that the ith bit corresponds to the word
(0; ai). By Ii denote the subset of H15 which is invertible with respect to the i bit and
generated by the word (0; ai).
Due to Proposition 1, we have
Theorem 1. The sets
M1 = BI 1 ∪ BI 2 ∪ BI 3 ∪ BI 4 ∪ BI 5 ∪ BI 6 ∪ BI 7
∪ (H15 \ (I1 ∪ I2 ∪ I3 ∪ I4 ∪ I5 ∪ I6 ∪ I7))
and
M2 = BI 1 ∪ BI 2 ∪ BI 3 ∪ BI 4 ∪ BI 5 ∪ BI 6 ∪ BI 7 ∪ BI 8
∪ (H15 \ (I1 ∪ I2 ∪ I3 ∪ I4 ∪ I5 ∪ I6 ∪ I7 ∪ I8))
are perfect (15; 3)-codes.
A computer check of all the partitions of bits into information and check ones shows
that the codes M1 and M2 are not systematic.
Note that the codes M1 and M2 are not equivalent. It was checked by computer that
inverting symbols in BI 1 takes M1 to a systematic code. On the other hand, inverting
symbols in any of invertible subsets of M2 does not take M2 to a systematic code.
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The author is grateful to Dr. S.A. Malyugin who wrote the programs for checking
the codes for being nonsystematic and nonequivalent.
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